Avian retrovirus integration protein: structure-functional analysis of viable mutants.
A replication-competent avian retrovirus mutant, containing a single amino acid substitution at amino acid residue 115 in the 3' endonuclease (IN) region of the polymerase (pol) gene, was characterized. DNA transfection experiments demonstrated that the mutant virus exhibited a delayed growth phenotype at 41 degrees while replicating efficiently at 35 degrees. Examination of virus-infected cells at the molecular level demonstrated that the mutant virus at either temperature was capable of synthesizing viral DNA as efficiently as wild-type Rous sarcoma virus, strain Prague A. This result suggested that the same mutation, which was also present in the IN moeity of the polymerase beta polypeptide, did not affect DNA synthesis. Further analyses demonstrated that at either temperature the mutant virus integrated its DNA at about 10-20% of wild-type level, although possibly less efficiently at 41 degrees than at 35 degrees. The mutation at residue 115 (Pro to Ser) appeared to lower the ability of IN to function in the integration of viral DNA relative to wild-type virus. No definitive conclusion could be made as to whether IN in this mutant possessed a temperature-sensitive lesion which caused the observed replication defect at 41 degrees.